Proposed advanced mechanosynthetic systems [1] require molecular tools able to bind and transfer reactive moieties with high reliability at 300 K (failure rates << 10 -10 per transfer operation). Screening of a large number of candidate tools at the AM1 level enabled the identification of a structure, DC10c, that is calculated (at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level) to meet these stringent requirements when used to transfer carbon dimers to any of a target class of graphene-, nanotube-, and diamond-like structures [2]. The favorable energy of transfer (exoergic by a mean energy ≥ 0.261 aJ per dimer) results from avoidance of the generation of high-energy radical sites during dimer release by means of π-delocalization to form a strained aromatic ring on the binding face of the empty structure. These energies are compatible with transfer-failure rates ~ 10 -24 per operation at 300 K, and overall failure rates << 10 -10 .
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Motivation
The fundamental principle of mechanosynthesis (directing molecular reactions to specific sites via positional control of reactive moieties) is applicable to a wide range of environments, reactions, and products. Proposed advanced mechanosynthetic systems [1], however, will require molecular tools able to bind and transfer highly reactive moieties able to form multiple bonds between each transferred atom and the product structure. Moreover, in these proposed systems, failures due either to unimolecular rearrangement of the moiety-binding tool or to a failure to transfer the moiety to the product must be very rare: << 10 -10 . Diamond-and graphene-like products are of particular interest, due to their attractive mechanical and electronic properties. Transfer of carbon dimers can be an effective means of building these structures.
Approach
In search of a suitable tool, many structures were screened for stability and dimer-transfer energy using a fast but low-accuracy semi-empirical method, AM1. The best structures were further evaluated and screened using low-order ab initio quantum chemistry methods. This process led to the identification of a structure (DC10c, Fig. 1 ) that appears able to meet the objectives for a reliable carbon-dimer transfer tool. This structure avoids the generation of high-energy radical sites during dimer release by means of πdelocalization to form a strained aromatic ring on the binding face of the empty structure. Finally, the DC10c structure, together with many potential failure modes involving unimolecular rerrangements, was examined using density functional methods at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. Figure 1 . DC10c with (left) and without (right) an attached carbon dimer. Colors in this illustration correspond to bond order: red for the dimer triple bond, purple for the adjacent double bonds, blue for the partial π-bonds in the unloaded tool, and green for σ-bonds.
Results
Calculated energies for the transfer of dimers from DC10c to a target class of graphene-, nanotube-, and diamond-like structures are exoergic by a mean energy ≥ 0.261 aJ per dimer. Calculated barriers for unimolecular failure modes are ≥ 0.213 aJ for all identified transitions. These results are compatible with overall failure rates << 10 -10 per operation in anticipated application environments. For detailed analysis and conclusions, see [2] .
